messaging technology, service and a common language to support financial transactions. As an
international co-operative and a provider of systemically important financial infrastructure, SWIFT
has unique governance and oversight arrangements designed to ensure safe and secure movement
of value and associated data between regulated financial institutions in every corner of the world.
SWIFT is the provider of the underlying technology that supports the RBNZ-operated High-Value
Clearing System (HVCS) and the SBI Bulk Electronic Clearing System (BECS). SWIFT is also the provider
of Australia’s domestic payment systems: the RBA-operated High-Value Clearing System (HVCS) and
the New Payments Platform (NPP).
In collaboration with SWIFT, NPP Australia (NPPA) has developed an API framework and launched a
dynamic NPP API sandbox, introducing additional features and capabilities to meet the evolving
needs of the expanding NPP ecosystem. APIs play an important role helping innovators to use NPP’s
capabilities, from supporting the ability to initiate payments through to assisting ecommerce
transactions and other payment experiences: the applications of API’s are endless.
APIs are at the core of SWIFT’s strategy and a key part of how we deliver a faster, more transparent
experience to our customers. SWIFT has built a state of the art API platform, where we are adopting
the Modelling, Exposure and Consumption approach. SWIFT’s API strategy will leverage our core
competencies for community benefit; the platform offers a highly available and resilient
infrastructure, using best-in-class security standards; a community approach with proven on
boarding processes, uniform security baseline and reinforced security controls framework; and
strong authentication for clear-cut dispute resolution.
SWIFT’s vision for APIs, which leverages SWIFTs core capabilities, includes:
•

Standardisation: SWIFT is actively fostering API standardisation using ISO 20022 specifications.

•

Simplification: SWIFT is using APIs to simplify access to SWIFT content and shared services,
payments tracking, Sanctions Screening and reference data are available to be consumed by API.

•

Community APIs: Actively engaging with the community to help them develop APIs, leveraging
ISO 20022 standards, and creating a platform for the community to expose their APIs, for the
consumption of the broader community.

Given the agility and simplicity afforded by APIs, the tooling around them mean that anyone can
develop and publish their own API specifications and update them whenever they wish. Under such a
model, however, fragmentation is inevitable. Inconsistencies in business specifications and in identity
and security frameworks negate the potential for universal reach and undermine two of the key
promises of API technology: the ability to quickly and easily switch between service providers, and
the ability to aggregate data and services from multiple sources to create new business value.
SWIFT recommends harmonised Open Banking APIs and the use of ISO 20022 to underpin both the
real time payments and HVCS clearing systems in each market. With this coordination, other
payment initiation schemes such as pay-to-mobile or pay-to-QR from a local bank account in New
Zealand can be developed and interoperate with other countries. Additionally we consider the NPP
API Framework, UK Open Banking standard, European Union PDS2, and Payments New Zealand API
standards as fundamental reference points for the future development of Open Banking payment
initiation in any country. All of these standards were developed using ISO 20022 and are inclusive of
payment initiation.
Where Open Banking is including payment initiation, the existing payment system infrastructure may
not be equipped to support this functionality. Consideration of the benefits to enhance existing
payment infrastructure or the development of new infrastructure to support real-time payments
based on open standards should be undertaken. Banks themselves may also need to upgrade or
update their own systems to accommodate API integration and manage consent.
SWIFT is transforming its platform, we will go way beyond today’s capabilities by managing end-toend transactions, mutualising services such as pre-validation of essential data, fraud detection, data

analytics and transaction tracking, as well as evaluating going deeper into screening services –
reducing costs that are typically carried by each bank individually. We will offer improved data
quality, analytics and insights, too, and make sure everyone using our platform can adopt and take
advantage of new benefits at their own pace through backward compatibility.
Open Banking is an ecosystem and infrastructure and SWIFT can assist with the current pace, scope
of work and cost required to implement open banking through the co-creation of real time payments
and payment initiation services for the New Zealand market leveraging the new SWIFT platform.
The SWIFT platform has all of the requisite criteria listed in the discussion document
a. Trust. SWIFT is well known for its’ reliability, resiliency, data security and risk management
including understanding the challenges of maintaining a broad ecosystem of network players. We
have established expertise in on-boarding, access control, version control, transaction/data
validation, user authentication, partner certification and non-repudiation
b. Reach. SWIFT has unique governance and oversight arrangements designed to ensure safe and
secure movement of value and associated data between regulated financial institutions in every
corner of the world.
c. Speed. Harmonised Open Banking APIs to support both the real time payments and HVCS
clearing will facilitate coordination other payment initiation schemes such as pay-to-mobile or
pay-to-QR from a local bank account in New Zealand including interoperability to other countries
d. Cost. Co-creating real time payments and payment initiation services for the New Zealand
market leveraging the new SWIFT platform, which all New Zealand Banks and some corporates
are already connected to, is an opportunity to optimise costs.
e. Flexibility. The SWIFT platform is an API native extended eco system with that will allow Banks,
Fintechs and Bigtech to develop payment related solutions for consumers, small and large
business leveraging cloud based infrastructure built on standardised API’s that can be tailored to
the needs of a sector.
SWIFT has long played an important role in standardisation and global interoperability and a similar
approach is required for the interoperability of a real time payment platform and the APIs required
for Open Banking to achieve its full potential for financial inclusion and economic development.
SWIFT is looking forward to participating in further discussions, establishing an ongoing rapport and
collaborating with like-minded organisations through the co-creation of real time payments and
Open Banking payment initiation services for the New Zealand market leveraging the new SWIFT
platform, the SWIFT API platform and in the development of the standards and APIs.

